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Violence & Nonviolence in American Literature 
Spring 2009 

TR 2:00 – 3:20 
 

Basic Course Information 
Instructor:  Christy Tidwell 
Office:   606 Carlisle Hall 
Office Hours:  3:30 – 5:00 TR 
Email:   tidwellc@uta.edu or christy.tidwell@gmail.com  
Phone:    817-272-2692 (English Department – leave a message) 
 
Course Description & Goals: 
In this course we will explore American literature of approximately the past one hundred years by examining 
major literary genres and forms (including short fiction, long fiction, essays, and poetry) and by reading this 
literature in its cultural and historical context. We will read both canonical and non-canonical texts in order to 
get a broader range of American literature and its possibilities. This is an introductory course, not a survey 
course, and thus does not aspire to full coverage of American literature; instead, in this course I hope to 
introduce you to a few traditions in recent American literary and political history.  
  
This course has several goals: 
  

• To introduce students to a broad range of American literature of approximately the last one hundred 
years. 

• To explore the intersections between literature and the culture/history in which it was produced. 
• To develop students’ reading, writing, and critical skills through reading, writing about, and discussing 

this literature and history. 
• To help students gain a sense of the literary canon and what counts as literature—what works are in the 

canon, what works are not, and why.  
  
By the end of the semester, students will be able to do the following: 
  

• Communicate ideas through oral presentation and discussion. 
• Respond critically to course material, using synthesis and analysis. 
• Employ effective collaborative skills in group environments. 
• Explain or describe the meanings of literary texts. 
• Develop methods and strategies for analyzing and interpreting texts. 
• Explain and analyze how context shapes the composition, reception, and interpretation of texts. 
• Apply knowledge of context to interpretation of texts. 
• Compare and contrast major themes, issues, and topics in more than one text. 

  
By approaching the literature and culture of this period simultaneously, I hope to demonstrate that literature is 
not separate from “real life” and that it can still be relevant today. 
 
Required Texts: 
You will need the following texts for this class: 
  

Richard Wright, Native Son 
Alice Walker, The Color Purple 
Dalton Trumbo, Johnny Got His Gun 



Chuck Palahniuk, Fight Club 
Joan Slonczewski, A Door Into Ocean 

  
All other readings will be found online by following the links provided on the course schedule or will be given 
as handouts. 
 
Grading: 
Your grade will be based on the writing you do this semester (including two papers, regular responses to the 
reading assignments, and occasional homework assignments and/or quizzes), two exams, one short presentation, 
participation in class discussion and groupwork, and regular attendance. 
  
Essays:   
You will write two focused essays that will each be a minimum of two to three (2-3) pages in length. Specific 
instructions will be provided as the assignments arise. 
  
Responses:   
So that you do not let the reading material simply pass in one eye and out the other, you will write twenty (20) 
short responses over the course of the semester. Each response should be three-quarters of a page to one page in 
length (typed, double-spaced, following all criteria for papers), and should be your response to some element of 
the reading for the day. There may be several reading assignments for the day, but you need only respond to one 
of them. These responses give you a space to explore your reaction(s) to the reading, discuss an element/theme 
you find intriguing, or ask questions about the text and/or its historical context. These will help you prepare for 
class discussions and generate ideas for your essays. Be ready to discuss your responses and ideas during 
class.  I want you to share your knowledge and questions with the class.  
  
It is your responsibility to keep track of how many responses you have turned in. You do not need to turn in 
a response every day we have assigned reading in order to accumulate 20 responses, but you may not turn in 
more than one response per day. In other words, you will need to write a response most days we have 
reading (though not quite every day) and will not be allowed to let this slide and then turn in a wad of 
responses at the end of the semester. Furthermore, you must be in class to turn in a response, as I will not 
accept late responses.  Their purpose is not simply to get you thinking about the readings but also to provide 
a starting point for class discussion. Thus, if you do not have your response written when you come to class, 
it is much less useful. 
  
These responses will be graded simply. Your grade will not be based on grammar, mechanics, spelling, etc. 
(unless grammatical or other problems interfere with my understanding of your ideas), nor will it be based 
on whether or not I agree with your ideas about or interpretation of the text. Your grade will be solely based 
on whether or not you respond thoughtfully and engage with the text, raising intelligent questions (not 
limited to plot), making interesting connections, and generally responding in productive ways.    
  
Exams:   
There will be two exams during the semester. Each exam will focus on only a portion of the course and the texts 
assigned during that part of the course. For these exams you will be responsible for the texts, class discussions, 
any lectures I give, and information from student presentations. 
  
Presentation:   
Early this semester, each student will sign up for a presentation time. The presentation should be a short (5-7 
minute) presentation of background information relevant to the author or work assigned for discussion on the 
day of the presentation.  Each presentation must include a visual element; this may be a Powerpoint 
presentation, a handout, a performance, a video clip or any number of things. This element is required so that 
presentations do not consist simply of people standing up front and talking to the class for their allotted 
time. Try to use the visual aid to enhance the information you’re giving us and deepen our knowledge of the 



subject. Some presentations will provide biographical information about the author; others will provide a 
history of the publication and reception of the work; still others may provide historical context for the 
work.  The specifics of your presentation will depend on what author/work/day you sign up for.  You must turn 
in a written version of your presentation on the day you give your presentation in order to receive a grade. 
  
Extra Credit:   
There are many, many texts that could be taught in a course like this one. For extra credit, you can choose one 
of those texts (not one that was assigned this semester) and write a short paper (at least 2 pages in length) 
explaining why that text should be taught in an American literature course at this level. You may choose a 
novel, a play, a short story, a poem, or an essay. It may be something you have read before (whether for school 
or fun) or something new to you. The only real requirement for the text is that it fit within the traditional 
parameters of “American literature” (written by a U. S. author, in English). It does not have to fit into the 
themes I chose to organize this semester around (violence and nonviolence), but you should be able to defend 
your choice based on more than your enjoyment of the text.  Enjoyment can be part of your reasoning, but you 
should also be able to place this text in a larger literary, social, and/or historical context, show why it is 
important, and explain what students would learn from studying it. What would this book be used to 
teach? What issues does it raise? How would it fit into an American literature class?  
  
I don’t want to get a summary of the text from you, but I do want to see some summary and textual detail 
incorporated into your explanation of why this text should be taught. In other words, just as I ask you to do in 
your other writing assignments, I’d like to see your ideas about the text anchored in the evidence of the text 
itself. This should be like the other essays you write for the class in its analytical depth and attention to the 
texts. It will not, however, be graded as thoroughly for organization or grammar/style/punctuation. I am much 
more concerned about the ideas than I am with the style and form of the paper itself. If you are interested in 
pursuing this extra credit option (which could be worth up to three points if done well) please feel free to ask 
me for more ideas. 
  
Attendance:   
In order to get the full benefit of this class, you must attend class regularly. It will be assumed that any absence 
from class is for a valid reason; therefore, please do not tell me the reason. Simply be aware of the following 
policy and its consequences.  I will allow four (4) absences during the semester. After these absences, your final 
grade will be lowered by 5% for each absence thereafter.  
  
Tardiness:   
You are college students, and I should not have to remind you to show up to class on time. When students arrive 
late, it disrupts what we are doing and takes away from our class time. Therefore, excessive tardiness will not be 
tolerated.  Every four tardies (that is, coming in after we’ve begun work) will count as one absence. 
  
Grade Distribution for the class (on a 100 point scale) is as follows: 
  

Presentation       5 
Responses       20 
Essay 1                                                                                    15        
Exam 1                                                                                    15 
Essay 2                                                                                    20 
Final Exam                                                                              20 
Other (participation, groupwork, in-class writing, etc.)           5 

  
Please be advised that it is your responsibility to retain all of your assignments until after you have received 
your final grade. You cannot formally challenge a final grade if you do not have evidence of your work. 
  
In accordance with the UTA undergraduate catalogue, final grades are as follows: 



  
                        90-100%:                    A 
                        80-89%:                      B 
                        70-79%:                      C 
                        60-69%:                      D 
                        Below 60%:                F 
  
**Students should not call the English office for their final grade.  
  
Communication: 
I have provided you with both of my regular emails and my office phone number so that you can contact me 
whenever you have a question. When I need to contact you, I will use MyMav to email you. This means that 
you have a responsibility to know what your UTA email address is and to check it regularly. You should also 
check theAnnouncements page of this syllabus regularly, as that is where I will post announcements or 
additional information about the course, including notes about changes to the schedule, additional detail about 
assignments, or more information following discussions. It is your responsibility to keep up with course 
announcements by checking your UTA email and the announcements page regularly.  
  
Academic Honesty: 
The work you submit must be your own original work, written for this course. Plagiarism is the presentation of 
another person’s work as your own, whether intentional or not. Copying or paraphrasing passages from another 
writer’s work without acknowledging that you have done so is plagiarism. Allowing another writer to write any 
part of your essay is plagiarism. Plagiarism is a serious crime. It is easily detected and will not be 
tolerated. Students who violate University rules on scholastic dishonesty are subject to disciplinary sanctions, 
including the possibility of failure in the course and dismissal from the University. Since dishonesty harms the 
individual, all students, and the integrity of the University, policies on scholastic dishonesty will be strictly 
enforced.  Visit UTA’s Student Judicial Affairs page for more detailed information. 
  
Drop Policy: 
I will not and cannot drop anyone from the course. It is your responsibility to execute drop procedures correctly 
and within the deadlines. After the late registration period has ended, if you wish to drop the class you 
should not visit the English office to do so. You must speak with me and get my signature on the proper form; 
you must then discuss the consequences of dropping the course with your major advisor. Note: If you stop 
attending class but do not officially drop the course you will receive an F. 
  
The Writing Center: 
The Writing Center is a free service for all enrolled students that offers one-on-one instruction in writing. Tutors 
do not proofread or edit students’ papers, but can help students acquire the ability to edit their own work. The 
Writing Center also has computers for students to use. The Writing center is located in the Central Library on 
the 4th floor, rooms 411 and 412.  For more information, call 817-272-2601. 
  
Disabled Students Notice: 
If you require an accommodation based on disability, I would like you to meet with me the first week of the 
semester to be sure you are appropriately accommodated. 
  
Necessary Changes: 
I have tried to make this syllabus as complete and as thorough as possible. Even so, during the course of the 
semester I may be required to alter, add, or abandon certain policies and assignments. I reserve the right to make 
such changes as they become necessary. 



Course Schedule 
(All dates and assignments subject to change.) 

 
Week 1 

01/20:  syllabus; introductions 
01/22:  groupwork—what counts as literature? 
            Syllabus quiz due 

  
I.  Race, Gender, and Violence:  Personal Meets Political 
  
Week 2 
            01/27: Classes cancelled due to weather 
            01/29: Booker T. Washington, “The Atlanta Exposition Address,” from Up from Slavery (1901) 
                        W. E. B. DuBois, “Of Our Spiritual Strivings,” from The Souls of Black Folk (1903) 
                        An Approach to Reading Poetry 
  
Week 3 
            02/03: Langston Hughes, “Negro” (1922), “I, Too” (1925), “Christ in Alabama” (1931), and 

“Harlem” (1951) 
                        Countee Cullen, “Yet Do I Marvel” (1925) and “From the Dark Tower” (1927) 
                        Claude McKay, “America” (1921) and “If We Must Die” (1919) 

Lewis Allen “Strange Fruit” (made famous and performed by Billie Holiday) 
02/05:  Richard Wright, “Big Boy Leaves Home,” from Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1936) 

                         Richard Wright, “How Bigger Was Born” (1940) 
                         
Week 4 
            02/10: Richard Wright, Native Son, Part I (1940) 

02/12: Richard Wright, Native Son, Part II 
  
Week 5 
            02/17: Richard Wright, Native Son, Part III 
                        Responses to Native Son (handout) 
                        Patricia Smith, “Skinhead” [video of her performing the poem] 

02/19: Alice Walker, The Color Purple (1982)—pp. 1-99 
                         
Week 6 
            02/24: The Color Purple, cont.—pp. 100-199 
            02/26:  The Color Purple, cont. –pp. 200-end 

Alice Walker, “Each One, Pull One” 
  
Week 7 
            03/03: Essay 1 due 
  
II.  Organized Violence:  War, Political Movements, and Anarchism 
  
            03/05: Stephen Crane, “War is Kind” (1899) 
                        Mark Twain, “A War Prayer” (1904-5) 
                        John F. Kendrick, “Christians at War” (1916) 
                         
Week 8 
            03/10: Dalton Trumbo, Johnny Got His Gun (1939) 
            03/12:  Trumbo, cont. 



  
SPRING BREAK 
  
Week 9 
            03/24: Poets Against the War—each student should visit the website and print out one poem to 

bring to class 
                        Rage Against the Machine, “Testify” (1999) 
                        Anti-Flag, “Anatomy of Your Enemy” (2002) 
                        Toby Keith, “Courtesy of the Red, White, and Blue (The Angry American)” (2002) 
                        Alan Jackson, “Where Were You (When the World Stopped Turning)?” (2002) 
            03/26: Martin Luther King, Jr., “I Have a Dream” (1963) 
                        Malcolm X, “The Ballot or the Bullet” (1964) 
                        Black Panther Party platform (1966) 
                          
Week 10 
            03/31: Amiri Baraka, “Black Art” (1969) 
                        Gil Scott Heron, “Evolution (and Flashback)” and “Whitey on the Moon” (1970) 
                        June Jordan, “I Must Become a Menace to My Enemies” (1976) and “Poem About My 

Rights” (1980) 
                        Public Enemy, “Party for Your Right to Fight” (1988) 
                        asha bandele, “Habeus Corpus is a Legal Entitlement” (1996) 
                        Daniel Beatty, “Duality Duel” (2003) [video] 
            04/02: Class cancelled 
  
Week 11 
            04/07: Emma Goldman, “Anarchism:  What It Really Stands For” (1917) 
                        Anarchist Sample – I don’t expect you to read everything here, but look around in this 

collection of quotes to get a sense of what anarchism is about.  Note particular 
quotes/topics that you find interesting and print those out to bring to class 

Chuck Palahniuk, Fight Club (1996)—first half of book 
            04/09:  Palahniuk, cont.—second half of book 
                 
Week 12 
            04/14: Fight Club movie (1999, dir. David Fincher)—watch before coming to class 

04/16: Exam 1 
  
III.  Escaping Violence 
  
Week 13 
            04/21: Harry Harrison, “The Streets of Ashkelon” (1962) (handout) 

04/23:  Joan Slonczewski, A Door Into Ocean (1986), Part I 
              
Week 14 
            04/28: Door Into Ocean, Part II 
            04/30: Class cancelled 
  
Week 15 
            05/05: Door Into Ocean, Parts III – V 
            05/07: Door Into Ocean, Part VI 
  
FINALS WEEK 
            05/12: final exam – 2:00 – 4:30 pm 



            05/14: final essay due 
                        extra credit paper due 
  
 


